Questions to Consider:
 Are you still paying for expensive MPLS or
relying on a raw internet connection?
 What applications do you rely on?
 Do you expect to adopt more applications for
your business?
 Are you concerned about the rise of cyber
breaches and ransomware?
 Are you subject to any governance such as
PCI/HIPAA?

Cybersecurity Analysis:
Traditional Unified Threat Management








Scan for less than 5% of known viruses
Only scan files < 10MB
Block < 25% of known attacks
Do not prevent bandwidth pollution
No concept of DDOS protection
No heuristics or sandboxing
Limited application and URL awareness

OmniWAN’s Elastic-UTM incorporates full inspection and protection at high performance like no other UTM can.
It blocks all threats and unwanted traffic before it pollutes your bandwidth. It then optimizes and prioritizes the
clean traffic, providing “Optimized Clean Internet”.
OmniWAN’s simple configuration allows AI to apply the best possible protection and optimization with minimal
customization.

Questions to Consider:
 Do you often feel your applications and
communications are not running at their optimal?
 Are you paying for an expensive MPLS
connection?
 Do you have a second internet connection from a
separate provider to prevent any outages?
 Are you sacrificing bandwidth to compensate for
internal networking needs such as a guest Wi-Fi?
 Do you experience poor quality when presenting
or speaking on the phone?
 Would you like a reliable and secure foundation
of connectivity?
 When was the last time you researched the cost
savings and technology that SD-WAN can provide
for you?
 Is your internet bandwidth being polluted with
advertisements, bots, ads, and other unwanted
data?

Connectivity Analysis:
Stand Alone SD-WAN





Does not have native security
Are very expensive and priced by bandwidth
Difficult to configure properly to fit application needs
Prioritizes bandwidth pollution such as bots, ads, etc...

Raw Internet





No cybersecurity whatsoever
Only purpose is to deliver data from point A to point B
No prioritization of data and business applications
Loses quality due to jitter and packet loss

MPLS





Very expensive
Cybersecurity add-ons are also very expensive
Closed circuits for protection against outside world
Limited availability based on location

